The set of proteins which are conserved across families of microbes contain important targets of new anti-microbial agents. We have developed a simple and efficient computational tool which determines concordances of putative gene products that show sets of proteins conserved across one set of user specified genomes and not present in another set of user specified genomes. The thresholds and the homology scoring criterion are selectable to allow the user to decide the stringency of the homologies. The system uses a relational database to store protein coding regions from different genomes, and to store the results of a complete comparison of all sequences against all sequences using the FASTA program. Using Web technology, the display of all the related proteins for a given sequence and calculation of multiple sequence alignments (using CLUSTALW) can be performed with the click of a button. The current database holds 97 365 sequences from 19 complete or partial genomes and 8 798 905 FASTA comparison results. A example concordance is presented which demonstrates that the target of the quinolone antibiotics could have been identified using this tool.
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of antibiotic resistance in pathogenic bacteria represents a major threat to public health (1) . Due to the rapid growth rates of microbial populations, evolution of resistance can occur in relatively brief time frames. Moreover, it is clear that genetic exchange systems can rapidly disperse resistance genes among diverse bacterial species (2) . It is therefore essential to develop rapid processes to identify novel antibiotic chemotypes. With the advent of complete bacterial genomic sequences, new insights into bacterial physiology from this information can suggest additional key reactions to serve as targets for antibacterial intervention. The sequence of every potential coding region in many bacterial species are now known (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , and large scale comparisons can provide valuable clues as to metabolism and pathogenic mechanisms. However, the great challenge in this analysis is the sheer volume of data. Even relatively simple bacteria such as the mycoplasmas have several hundred genes, and most pathogens have thousands of potential reading frames.
In our practice, we search for conservation across different species of bacteria, and we exclude proteins which are homologous to those found in the yeast genome. Using this tool, we have successfully identified a number of promising protein targets for new antibiotic development conserved among several pathogenic bacteria. The concordance analysis also has utility in retrospectively identifying targets of clinically proven agents, as well as potential conserved resistance elements, such as antibiotic efflux pumps.
One key aspect of our design is to allow the user to specify the criteria that determine if two sequences are related. As the statistical judgments of similarity are still controversial, we felt that the user of the system should be free to select the similarity criterion. The ability to make this selection contrasts with the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (16) , where fixed rules were used to relate orthologous gene products.
The implementation of this design requires tabulating all possible sequence homologies within a very low level of similarity, and executing specific queries each time the system is used. Relational database technology provides adequate performance for queries to be answered in a time scale of minutes on a server like the Silicon Graphics Origin 2000. We use the PostgreSQL relational database system (http://www.postgresql.org ) (17) , because it is efficient, easy to program and freely redistributable. The user interface is the Web, and the processing of user requests is done using Perl (18) and the PostgreSQL/Perl interface written by Edmund Mergl (available as part of PostgreSQL).
To calculate and store all pairs of sequence homologies within very low limits of sequence similarity, we chose the FASTA program. (19) . It has the ability to perform gapped alignments, and it also provides several different measures of the quality of the alignment, in particular, Z-scores, expectation of randomness, and percent similarity over the homologous regions of sequence.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our database currently has three large tables for storing these homologies. The first table contains all the protein sequences using the attributes shown in Table 1 . There are two comparison tables, one for each scoring matrix, BLOSUM 62 (20) and PAM 250 (21) . Both tables have the identical structure shown in Table  2 . All name columns are indexed using a hash table, and the numeric columns are indexed using a B-tree index (22) . These indices are necessary for reasonable retrieval performance. Ratio of identical amino acids to the maximum of the number of amino acids in both sequences.
In addition to these large tables, there are several others which provide essential information. The prefix table provides the relationship between the organism name and the organism abbreviation. The compare_code table lists the command options used to run FASTA with each scoring matrix used.
In order to save time when duplicate queries are made, the results of each concordance query is saved along with all the options used to generate it. If a user requests a concordance which has already been determined, the system will simply return the result. These saved results are deleted whenever new sequences are added to the database.
In order to prepare a concordance of gene products for a given organism, it is necessary to specify the following information. The 'match number' test. The 'match number' specifies the minimum number of reference species where the target must be found in order for a target gene product to be displayed. A setting of '1' will result in the display of every gene in the target genome which has any matches in the reference genomes. A setting of '2' requires at least two matches in the reference genomes, and is functionally equivalent to the criterion used for the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (16) analysis if the target and reference species are all phylogenetically distant. (v) A list of excluded species. If a gene product in the target genome is found within one of these excluded species, then the gene product in the target genome is not displayed. (vi) The criteria for identifying homologs in the excluded species.
The process of generating the concordance begins with the selection of all homologs which include sequences from the target genome and reference species using the criteria specified above. If there is more than one sequence in a particular reference species which matches a gene product in the target genome, then the system will select the best match, where best is defined in terms of the selection criteria. For example, if the selection criteria is Z-score, then the sequence with the highest Z-score will be used. Next, the 'match number' test is applied, and only those gene products with the requisite number of species with matching genes will be saved. We then select all homologs which include sequences from the target genome and the list of excluded species and which satisfy the second criteria. For each homolog found, we delete the sequence from the target list. Finally, the results are returned to the web browser. The resulting web page also contains a summary of the parameters used in the query and counts of the number of sequences selected and filtered.
Several types of hot links are provided in the returned Web page. It is possible to list the sequence of any gene product in the display. For each target sequence, it is possible to invoke CLUSTALW (23) to calculate a multiple sequence alignment for all the sequences related to the target protein sequence. It is also possible to display a list of every sequence that is homologous to a target gene product. For each match to a target sequence, it is possible to get a sequence alignment of just the matching gene product against the corresponding gene product in the target species.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As of April 1998, our database holds 97 365 sequences from 19 complete or partial genomes and 8 798 905 FASTA comparison results, and we are using this tool to identify new targets for the development of antibiotics. We are focusing on gene products which do not have any known function in the well characterized genomes such as Escherichia coli (9) or Bacillus subtilis (14) . Early results have shown that ∼20% of the genes found by our concordance analysis tool are indeed essential in the bacteria we have tested. unknown. N.B. o255; this 255 amino acid ORF is 41% identical (7 gaps) to 239 residues of an ∼280 amino acid protein NRTD_SYNP7 SW: P38046 b0420 unknown. N.B. f620; 73% identical (4 gaps) to 620 residues of YE39_HAEIN SW: P45205 (625 amino acids) b0571 unknown. N.B. f227; this 227 amino acid ORF is 61% identical (0 gaps) to 225 residues of an ∼232 amino acid protein COPR_PSESM SW: Q02540 b0658 unknown. N.B. f292; this 292 amino acid ORF is 23% identical (9 gaps) to 272 residues of an ∼440 amino acid protein YTFL_HAEIN SW: P44717 b0661 unknown. N.B. f474; similar to BCHE_RHOCA SW: P26168; similar to LEXA_PSEPU SW: P37453 b0831 unknown. N.B. o306; this 306 amino acid ORF is 46% identical (32 gaps) to 306 residues of an ∼344 amino acid protein DPPB_ECOLI SW: P37316 b0832 unknown. N.B. o303; this 303 amino acid ORF is 42% identical (5 gaps) to 278 residues of an ∼304 amino acid protein DPPC_ECOLI SW: P37315 b1485 unknown. N.B. f298; this 298 amino acid ORF is 46% identical (7 gaps) to 268 residues of an ∼304 amino acid protein DPPC_ECOLI SW: P37315 b2955 unknown. N.B. o378; this 378 amino acid ORF is 67% identical (4 gaps) to 378 residues of an ∼384 amino acid protein HEMN_HAEIN SW: P43899
The gene names and annotation are taken from GenBank deposition of the genome. Gene names consisting of the letter 'b' followed by four digits are used for those open reading frames which do not have a gene name, and these names correspond to the gene labels in the GenBank entry for this genome, namely version M52. In this context, 'unknown' means having no product or function listed in the GenBank entry.
We can also demonstrate the utility of the tool by showing how DNA gyrase, the target of the existing, quinoline class of antibiotics (24) , could have been predicted by our tool. Table 3 shows the summary of results of a concordance which sought targets in E.coli (9) where E.coli targets were matched against B.subtilis (14), Haemophilus influenzae (3), Helicobacter pylori (12) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (personal communication from The Institute of Genomic Research). The protein coding regions for M.tuberculosis were predicted from the nearly complete sequence of the CSU#93 strain currently underway at the Institute for Genomic Research. The program, CRITICA (25) , was used to identify the protein coding regions in M.tuberculosis using the default parameters. Only those matches using the BLOSUM 62 scoring matrix whose probability of being random was estimated to be <1.0 10 -24 were used and which matched in all four genomes. In addition, any sequence which matched sequences in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (5) were discarded from the list. The criteria for this exclusionary rule was more encompassing, as we used homologies whose probability of being random was estimated to be <1.0 10 -6 . The resulting gene names and annotations from the E.coli genome sequence (9) are shown in Table 4 .
The parameters used for generating this concordance were selected in part to produce a short table suitable for publication. One can see a number of interesting characteristics in this list nonetheless. DNA gyrase does appear, and many of the proteins found are those involved with information processing; DNA replication and repair, transcription and translation. Several transporters are found, and 23 proteins have no function attributed to them.
However, it is important to recognize that there are limitations in this automated approach for concordance discovery. Distant gene relationships will be missed because the alignment scores will have low statistical significance. For example, Table 4 shows glutamine synthetase being unique to bacteria, but eukaryotes also have a distantly related glutamine synthetase. Another difficulty arises from multi-domain proteins where different functional units are spliced together into one gene product. Common domains, such as nucleotide binding domains, will register highly significant homologies, but these pairings may not reflect functional equivalence for the entire gene. Use of the global overlap ratio field in the comparison table can be helpful for this problem. Nonetheless, the user of this software must be cautious in their interpretation of the results. The use of these simple conservation and exclusion rules provides a powerful mechanism for identifying important genes across any set of genomes. It will be an interesting verification of the power of this concordance method to review the targets suggested here with the targets of new antibiotics discovered and developed in the post-genomic era.
AVAILABILITY
The concordance analysis described in this paper is part of a larger, freely redistributable software package called SEEBUGS (Software for the Examination, Exploration and Broad Understanding of Genome Sequences). In addition, a Web server using this software and public domain sequences is currently available for a limited number of external queries. For more information, please contact Dr Bruccoleri by email at bruc@acm.org or see the URL http://www.cabm.rutgers.edu/ ∼ bruc
